An extension of the Starobinsky model is proposed. Besides the usual Starobinsky Lagrangian, a term proportional to the derivative of the scalar curvature, ∇µR∇ µ R, is considered. The analyzis is done in the Einstein frame with the introduction of a scalar field and a vector field. We show that inflation is attainable in our model, allowing for a graceful exit. We also build the cosmological perturbations and obtain the leading-order curvature power spectrum, scalar and tensor tilts and tensor-to-scalar ratio. The tensor and curvature power spectrums are compared to the most recent observations from BICEP2/Keck collaboration. We verify that the scalar-to-tensor rate r can be expected to be up to three times the values predicted by Starobinsky model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hypothesis of an inflationary universe, first proposed by A. Guth [1] , provided an ingenious apparatus to solve, with only one mechanism, three disturbing problems of the standard big bang cosmology, namely the horizon, flatness and magnetic monopole problems. As a bonus, the largescale structure can also be explained in this scenario. Although it is remarkable that this proposition could solve these problems at once, other complications arose, like the absence of a smooth transition from a de Sitter-like expansion to a decelerated Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) one (a shortcoming dubbed as "graceful exit problem"). 1 This motivated the proposition of alternative models (for instance, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ) which solved the graceful exit problem at the cost of imposing a finetuning on the effective potential parameters [7, 8] . So the search for a consistent inflation model continued to strive for accomplishing some specific goals [8] : (i) providing a mechanism to drive the universe through a phase transition from a false vacuum to a true vacuum state, (ii) generating a brief period of exponential-like growth for the scale factor, and (iii) stipulating a smooth ending for the highly accelerated growth (graceful exit) thus allowing for the universe to reheat and enter a period of decelerated FLRW expansion.
A plethora of models were proposed suggesting the existence of a single scalar field (the "inflaton") or multiple scalar fields [9, 10] (see also [11] and references therein) that would drive the inflationary process. These models essentially consist of matter fields evolving in a curved spacetime described by general relativity (GR).
A different category of inflationary models, which is of particular interest here, is composed of those assuming modifications on the underlying theory of gravitation (i.e. GR). The f (R) theories of gravity is perhaps the most explored class of modified gravity theories in the literature. An important feature of f (R) theories lies on the fact that they are proven to be equivalent to scalartensor theories 2 [12] [13] [14] . This is very useful since the techniques developed for treating inflation models with scalar fields are applicable for an f (R) theory when it is considered on its equivalent scalar-tensor form. It is important to recall that the scalar-tensor theory can be analyzed both in Jordan and Einstein frames. Although these frames are related by a conformal transformation, the analyzis of scalar-tensor models on non-minimal inflationary contexts may lead to different predictions in each case [16, 17] .
Several inflation models have been proposed in the context of f (R) gravity [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , the most iconic one being the Starobinsky model [27, 28] , which modifies the gravitational Lagrangian by adding to the usual Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian a term proportional to the square of the scalar curvature, L = R + aR 2 . This inflationary model is characterized by being simultaneously minimal in its new features and especially favoured by the most recent data from Planck satellite [29] . Although superbly compatible with experimental data, Starobinsky's model may have a possible drawback: the prediction of a low production of primordial gravitational waves [26] , which is parameterized by the tensor-to-scalar ratio. In fact, Starobinsky's model predicts a tensor-to-scalar ratio r < 0.0048 for a number of e-folds greater than 50 (in a very conservative estimation) while Planck data [30] suggests r < 0.064 in the best scenario. Of course, the predicted value of Starobinky's model is consistent with the data, but while measurements do not reach a precision of the order 10 −3 for the estimation of r, there is still room for other models.
It is interesting to note that in the context of f (R) Lagrangians terms proportional to R n , n ≥ 3 are apparently suppressed [31] . Hence, analytical functions of R would only give contributions equivalent to Starobinky's. In order to generalize the f (R) models in the inflationary context other categories of modified gravity theories are taken into account, for instance those with Lagrangians containing the Gauss-Bonnet invariant and/or the Weyl tensor [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Some applications considering both inflationary scalar field and modified theory of gravity can also be found in the literature [39, 40] and some interesting results are achieved, e.g. vector fields contribution should no longer be ignored in the presence of a (square) Weyl term in the Lagrangian [41] .
Another category of modified gravity is composed of theories with Lagrangians containing derivatives of the curvature tensors (Riemann, Ricci, scalar curvature and so forth), which lead to field equations with derivatives of the metric higher than four. They are usually motivated in the context of quantum gravity and can be separated in two sub-categories: (i) theories with infinite derivatives of curvature [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] and (ii) theories with finite derivatives of curvature [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . While the latter can exhibit (super-)renormalizability locality, they are usually plagued with ghosts; the former, on their turn, may be ghost-free but present non-locality [50] . Applications of both approaches to inflationary context are found in the literature [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . In particular, theories with an infinite number of derivatives are able to modify the tensor-to-scalar ratio [62] [63] [64] .
However, if one wants to keep locality, then theories with a finite number of derivatives are in order. As has been shown in Ref. [66] , one can substitute the extra degrees of freedom associated to higher derivatives by auxiliary scalar fields in a particular class of finite higher order theory. In the case of sixth-order derivative equations for the metric, 3 inflation is carried out by two scalar fields [55, [57] [58] [59] [60] . A new approach to deal with higher derivative Lagrangians has been proposed [67] where the extra degrees of freedom arising from higher order contribution are replaced by auxiliary tensor fields instead of scalar fields only. This approach (in Jordan frame) is applicable for the class of higher order theories that is regular in the sense discussed in Ref. [67] . That paper verified that the Lagrangian L = R + aR 2 + bR R analyzed in Refs. [56, 59] can be equivalently described by a Lagrangian containing a scalar field and a vector field (instead of two scalar fields). The study of the field equation demonstrated this vector field has only one (unconstrained) degree of freedom, showing consistency between the results in [67] and [56, 59, 60] .
In the present work, an inflationary model constructed by the addition a higher order term of the type ∇ µ R∇ µ R to the Starobinsky action is proposed. The model is described in the Einstein frame, within the framework presented in Ref. [68] . Accordingly, the extra degrees of freedom are given by a scalar and by a vector field. In this context, the scalar field plays the role of the usual Starobinsky inflation while the vector field produces corrections to Starobinsky's inflation. The study of background dynamics is done under conditions that allow for an inflationary attractor regime and that lead to slow-roll conditions. The perturbative analyzis up to slow-roll regime leading order is also performed showing how the term ∇ µ R∇ µ R changes the predictions of Starobinsky inflation.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we propose the modified gravity action and obtain the field equation in terms of the metric and the auxiliary fields. Next, in Section III, we study the background equations and show that an inflationary regime is attainable in our model. Section IV is devoted to the analyzis of the perturbed cosmological equations, whose solutions are evaluated in Section V. Finally, the cosmological parameters are determined in Section VI. Section VII is dedicated to the discussions of the main results.
II. MODIFIED GRAVITY ACTION
Starobinsky gravity [28] , described by the action
emerges nowadays as the most promising model for the description of the inflationary paradigm. Among the class of minimalist inflationary models, i.e. those composed of a single parameter [69] , Starobinsky inflation is the one that best fits the observations of the CMB anisotropies [30] . Besides, from a theoretical point of view, this model has an excellent motivation since quadratic terms involving the Riemann tensor arise naturally in a bottom-up approach to the quantization of gravitation [42, 48, 70] . For the reasons given in the previous section, it is reasonable to expect that S Sta is not a fundamental action for gravity in spite of the success of Starobinsky inflation. Therefore, corrections to S Sta should exist. The first corrections to be considered in a context of increasing energy scales are those of the same order of R 2 , i.e. those of the kind R µν R µν . 4 On the one hand, the addition of this term to the action (1) makes gravitation a renormalizable theory; on the other hand, it introduces ghosts, rendering the quantization process questionable [70, 71] .
The next order of correction in action S Sta is composed by terms of the type
where R * * * * represents the Riemann tensor or any of its contractions. Cubic terms of the type (R * * * * ) 3 are not essential for consistency in the standard quantization procedure since they do not affect the structure of the propagator [48] . Thus, for simplicity, we neglect the cubic corrections and take into account only the terms involving derivatives of curvature-based objects. Ref. [54] showed that there are only four distinct terms of the form (∇ * R * * * * ) 2 , namely,
By using Bianchi identities, it is possible to verify that only two of the four terms above are independent (modulo cubic order terms). Therefore, the action integral with corrections to EinsteinHilbert term up to second order is:
where κ i are constants with square mass dimension and β i are dimensionless constants. This action presents interesting properties such as super-renormalizability [48, 50] and finiteness of the gravitational potential (weak field regime) at the origin [72] . However, the presence of the massive spin-2 terms associated with R µν inevitably introduces ghosts into the theory.
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It may be conjectured that the pathologies associated with ghosts (vacuum decay or unitarity loss [73] ) can be controlled during the well-defined energy scales of inflation by making S 2 a consistent effective theory [74, 75] . This type of approach was adopted in Refs. [33, 37, 38] precisely to deal
III. COSMOLOGICAL BACKGROUND EQUATIONS
In order to analyze the action (4) for background cosmology, we consider: (i) a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime, (ii) a comoving reference frame (u µ = δ µ 0 ), (iii) spherical coordinates for the space sector and (iv) null space curvature parameter (k = 0). With these assumptions, the line element is FLRW metric:
where a (t) is the scale factor. In this case, the Einstein tensor is diagonal and Einstein equations imply that the space components of the heat flux vector are null. Also, condition q µ u µ = 0 imposes q 0 = 0 showing there is no heat flux for a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime. Einstein equations are then reduced to:
where H ≡ 1 a da dt is the Hubble function. The energy density and pressure are given in terms of the auxiliary fields and their derivatives:
For consistency, the auxiliary field Φ must also be homogenous and isotropic, so it can only be time-dependent. In this case, when the comoving frame is considered, the auxiliary vector field space components have to be null, which is consistent with the fact that the heat flux vector is also null. Notice that ξ 0 does not vanish and actually it is a dynamical quantity in FLRW background, as verified by the field equations (8) and (7):
and
where
The following step is to check whether the above equations are suitable to describe an inflationary regime. This is the analysis in the next subsection.
A. Analysis of the field equations: attractors
We work in phase space. It is convenient to define new dimensionless variables for the auxiliary fields:
and S ≡ξ
where∂ 0 (and dot) denotes a dimensionless time derivative. A dimensionless Hubble function can also be defined:
Then, FLRW equations, (17) and (18), become:
Similarly, the auxiliary field equations (20) and (21) are rewritten as :
The quadratic equation (26) can be manipulated to express h κ in terms of the auxiliary fields X, Y, T and S:
The positive sign in front of the square root must be chosen to recover Staronbinsky's results in the limit β 0 → 0. In addition, there are two terms within the square root with negative signs; they could eventually turn h κ into a complex number. As this is meaningless in the present context, the phase space is constrained to satisfy the condition:
Eq. (29) for h κ can be used in Eqs. (27) and (28), so that an autonomous system is obtained:
The dynamical system above characterizes higher-order modified Starobinsky inflation on the background.
Slow-roll regime and the end of inflation
First, it is important to realize that X = Y = T = S = 0 is a fixed point of the phase space. If we are supposed to have an inflationary expansion that endures for a certain finite period of time, this fixed point has to be stable, i.e. the trajectories of the phase space must tend to the origin. The stability of this point can be determined by the Lyapunov coefficients λ, which are the eigenvalues of the linearization matrix M . The matrix entries are calculated as partial derivatives of the right hand side of Eq. (30) with respect to X, Y, T, S:
The four eigenvalues are:
It is clear the stability of the fixed point depends on the β 0 values. We start by considering β 0 < 0. In this case,
which implies the instability of the fixed point. If we take β 0 > 3 4 , then
The coefficient is then a square root of a complex number, which splits in a real part and a complex piece. This implies that at least one of the eigenvalues will have a positive real part, leading to an instability of the fixed point.
At last, in the interval 0 < β 0 < 3 4 , we have 1 − 4 3 β 0 < 1 and the Lyapunov coefficients λ mn become pure imaginary numbers. Consequently, the fixed point is a center; the neighbouring trajectories will remain convergent to this point. 7 The physical consequence of this result is: the values of β 0 within the interval [0, 3/4] make it possible for inflation to cease smoothly, allowing for reheating. The same conclusions can be obtained numerically. Fig. 1 shows the real part of each λ mn plotted as a function of β 0 . The graphs show the existence of at least one eigenvalue with a positive real part when β 0 > 3 4 or β 0 < 0 . For 0 < β 0 < 3 4 , all the eigenvalues are pure imaginary numbers. At this point, it is interesting to recall some results presented in Ref. [55] , where the authors consider a higher order term similar to the one considered here in a double inflation scenario (i.e. with two scalar fields). They claim that in order to have "a large range of initial conditions", the condition −γ α 2 has to be satisfied. In our case, this condition is equivalent to impose β 0 1. Moreover, the results above suggest that 0 < β 0 < 3 4 is a necessary condition for an inflationary scenario. The value 3 4 is just an upper limit below which inflation is attainable in our model. We still have to analyze the existence of a slow-roll regime leading to a "graceful exit" (end of inflation).
In what follows, we show the value 3/4 is still an overestimated upper limit for β 0 .
In order to illustrate how the slow-roll regime and the "graceful exit" take place in our model, we treat X and T as independent variables and build the direction fields numerically on the (X, Y ) and (S, T ) planes. With these assumptions,
and we proceed with a numerical analysis summarized in Fig. 2 . The direction fields in (X, Y )-phase-space plane were built for fixed values of β 0 , T and S. The directions fields on (T, S) plane are built for fixed values of β 0 , X and Y . The most important feature of the plots shown in Fig. 2 is the existence of a horizontal attractor line solution. This solution is present throughout the range 0 ≤ β 0 < 3 4 and for a large range of values of T and S, typically −100 ≤ (T, S) ≤ 100. A more complete graphical analysis where we vary T and S also shows that the horizontal attractor line shifts slightly to the right for larger values of |T | and |S|. The direction fields on (X, Y )-phase space resemble those obtained in Starobinsky model: we have an attractor region which eventually leads the trajectories to the origin of the (X, Y ) plane. The trajectories are slightly different from those of the Starobinky model (small differences on the slope of the attractor solution) but they are also characterized by positive values of X and by Y -coordinates that are negative and small in magnitude. It is important to realize that while the trajectories on (X, Y ) plane evolve in time in the direction of the point X = Y = 0, the trajectories on (S, T ) plane concomitantly evolve to T = S = 0 (see the sequence of plots in Fig. 3 ). In (T, S) space (Fig. 3) , we do not see an attractor line region as clearly as on (X, Y ) plane (Fig.  2) . However, we can verify the existence of an accumulation point that moves towards the origin as X and Y evolve on the attractor solution. Besides, this accumulation point -characterized by a constant value of S, namely S ∼ 0 -is present throughout the range 0 ≤ β 0 < 3 4 . Therefore, the trajectories on both (X, Y ) and (T, S) planes allow us to identify an attractor region in a neighbourhood of which the field equations can be approximated.
Approximated equations in the attractor region: inflationary regime
We start by characterizing the magnitude of β 0 by a parameter X * such that
The field equations will be analyzed in the attractor sub-region of the phase space where X < X * which implies β 0 < e −X . 8 In addition, from the discussion around the graphic results (Figs. 2 and 3) we can assume
If we recall thatṠ = ∂S ∂X Y ,
∂S ∂X
1,
∂Y ∂X
1 in the attractor region, then the terms in Eqs. (27) , (28) and (29) can be compared order by order. As a result, they can be approximated by
With these equations, variables Y and T can be determined once β 0 and X are given.
One of the most important results of these approximate solutions lies on Eq. (37): it shows the quasi-exponential behaviour of the scale factor. This expression also reveals that the greater the values of X the closer to an exponential growth the scale factor behaves. Thus, we conclude that the attractor region corresponds to an inflationary expansion regime.
Several tests were performed to check the consistency of this approximation with the above numerical results. As a summary, we point out that the greater the value of X (respecting X < X * ) the better the above equations will describe the exact results. From a practical point of view, the above expressions will already constitute an excellent approximation of the attractor phase for X ≥ 2. For example, we obtain T = 26.2, 8.7 or 3.4 for β 0 = 10 −2 and X = 4, 3 or 2 respectively, showing that the accumulation points in the plots of Fig. 3 are very well localized. Now we are ready to evaluate the slow-roll parameters.
Slow roll parameters and number of e-folds: In order to accommodate a slow-roll quasiexponential inflation, any model must satisfy the following conditions:
In our case, the approximations of the field equations around the slow-roll attractor lead to:
The denominator of both expressions demand that β0 3 e X = 1. Actually, as will be seen below, the approximations demand β0 3 e X < 1 for consistency with condition X < X * . Note that the slow-roll parameters are suppressed by e −X factors. This suggests sorting all quantities in orders of slow-roll according to the number of factors e −X they present. Thus, H and η H are second-and first-order slow-roll quantities, respectively. This type of classification will be especially important in the approximation of perturbative equations.
The number of e-folds is now evaluated. As usual [77] , it is defined as
where subscript end corresponds to the end of inflation. The attractor phase imposes a monotonic relation between X and t during the inflationary regime. Hence, Eq. (35) can be used to recast N in the form
The upper limit of this integral is taken as X end 0. In the slow-roll approximation, the integral gives:
This equation establishes a relation between e X and the number of e-folds, which can be used to write the former as function of the latter. Since this is a second order equation for e X , two solutions are found:
The "+" sign must be discarded, should our model restore Starobinsky's results in the limit
That is what will be assumed henceforth:
It is clear from this expression that real values for e X are obtained only if N ≤ 9 8β0 . This fixes an upper limit for N and, consequently, for e X :
These values cannot be physically attained and should be considered solely as constraints, since they actually provoke the divergence of the slow-roll parameters and break the inflation condition. From these results, it is clear that the maximum number of e-folds and X max are determined for the model given a value for β 0 . We will use the above results in the following way: given physical limits for N , we expect to set physical limits to β 0 . As we can see from Eq. (43),
Observationally, it is usually expected N ≥ 50. Thus, we must have β 0 < 0.0225 for consistency.
An important feature of the inflationary paradigm is to engender the primordial seeds responsible for the large-scale structures formation observed in our universe. Usually, these seeds are generated from small quantum fluctuations in a homogeneous and isotropic background during the inflationary regime. Thus, in order to study the characteristics of these fluctuations in the context of our model, it is necessary to perturb the cosmological field equations obtained in section II.
The fundamental quantities to be perturbed are:
where index (0) indicates a background quantity. Vector δξ µ and tensor δg µν perturbations can be decomposed into irreducible scalar-vector-tensor perturbations (SVT decomposition). Thus, using the notation defined in Eq. (22), it is possible to write the above quantities as
factors were included to make all perturbations dimensionless. The complete line element reads:
Consequently, there are seven scalar perturbed quantities (δX, δT , δW , δA, δB, δC e δE), 3 divergenceless vector perturbations (δV i , δB i e δE i ) and one transverse-traceless tensor perturbation (δE ij ).
In addition to these eleven fundamental perturbed quantities, it is also adequate to introduce auxiliary perturbations associated with the energy-momentum tensor of an imperfect fluid -Eq.
(10). In effect, we shall consider the four perturbed quantities δε, δp, δu µ and δq µ coming from Eq. (10) with null viscous shear tensor. Under the constraints u µ u µ = −1 and u µ q µ = 0, perturbations δu µ and δq µ can be decomposed as:
where δw i and δr i are vectors of zero divergence. It is noteworthy that scalar, vector and tensor perturbations evolve independently in the linear regime; therefore each set can be treated separately.
A. Scalar equations
In the linear regime of perturbations there are six scalar field equations: one associated with the scalaron Φ, two related to the vector field ξ µ and three coming from Einstein equations. By perturbing Eq. (8) we obtain, after an extensive manipulation, the expression
where f (δX, δT, δW, δA, δC, δE) = = e X + 2β 0 (3h
The dimensionless barred operator is defined as:
Notice that only the third line in Eq. (55) corresponds to corrections to Starobinsky inflation. The perturbed equations associated with ξ 0 and ξ i , Eq. (7), lead tō
By combining these two equations we can obtain a simpler expression, given by
It is also necessary to perturb Einstein equations. These equations, in a gauge invariant form [78] , are given by∇
Ψ + 4h κΨ + 2ḣ κ + 3h
where the choice of different gauges can be made through the expressions:
The last equation states the heat flux δq is naturally gauge invariant. In addition to Eqs. (60), (61) and (62), we have the constraint
arising from Einstein's equation δG ij = M −2 P l δT ij with i = j. The relationship between the quantities δε, δp, δv and δq and the fundamental scalar perturbations are obtained from the Eqs. (11), (12) and (13) . By perturbing these equations we obtain
These last three equations together with the perturbation for δε -see Appendix A -complete the description of the perturbed Einstein's equations. Two of the seven scalar perturbations can be "eliminated" by an appropriate gauge choice. Moreover, Eq. (68) allows us to write either δC or δA in terms of the other three metric perturbations. Thus, the problem is completely characterized by four differential equations. Since the expressions for δε and δp contain a lot of terms, it is convenient to select a set of equations avoiding these perturbations. A natural choice here is to work with Eqs. (55), (58), (59) and (61) . This will be done in Section V A with the use of slow-roll approximation.
B. Vector and tensor equations
There are three fundamental equations associated with vector perturbations. The first one is obtained by perturbing Eq. (7); the result is:
The other two come from perturbations in 0i-and ij-components of Einstein's equations:
are gauge invariant quantities. Due to the constraint (72) , it is possible to show that
i.e. the effective energy-momentum tensor (9) has no vector perturbations. This result was expected since the term ∇ µ R∇ µ R responsible for the extra vector perturbations can be written as −R R, which contains only scalar degrees of freedom (see [66] ).
Finally, there is only one equation associated with the tensor degree of freedom:
This equation is derived from δG ij = M −2 P l δT ij and represents gravitational waves freely propagating in a homogeneous and isotropic background.
V. SOLUTIONS OF PERTURBED COSMOLOGICAL EQUATIONS
The equations derived in the previous section are complicated. However, in the attractor region, where the slow-roll approximation is valid, these equations are considerably simplified and they can be treated analytically.
A. Scalar solutions
The implementation of approximations in the scalar equations should take into account that, in general, different perturbations in a given gauge have different orders of slow-roll. For example, in Newtonian gauge, Eq. (61) During the inflationary regime, where h κ ∼ 1, this equation tells us δA ∼ Y δX ∼ e −X δX, which means that the metric perturbation is a slow-roll factor smaller than the scalar field perturbation.
For the case β 0 = 0, the situation is more complicated because Eqs. (58) and (59) indicate that the perturbations δT and δW are different from δX by slow-roll factors. This can be explicitly seen by writing Eq. (58) in the Newtonian gauge
As in the attractor sub-region β 0 e −X and T ∼ e X (see Section III A 2), this equation tells us that δT or δW must be two slow-roll factors larger than δX. Moreover, Eq. (59)
shows that δT and δW are of the same order in slow-roll. Thus, in the Newtonian gauge, Eqs. (80), (81) and (61) suggest that
δA ∼ e −X δX.
The next step is to use (82) and (83) to simplify the expressions (55), (58) and (59) . During the inflationary regime:
So, up to slow-roll leading order, Eqs. (55), (58) and (59) are approximated by:
δẆ + δT 0.
In the Starobinsky limit Eqs. (85) and (86) are not present and Eq. (84) reduces to the usual expression for a single scalar field. The combination of the three previous equations results in
In the slow-roll leading-order approximation, background terms can be considered constant with respect to time derivatives i.e.
Eqs. (87) and (88) then turn to
where prime ( ) indicates derivative with respect to the conformal time η. Notice that by introducing the factor e −2X in the definition of δϕ 2 we assure δϕ 1 and δϕ 2 are of the same slow-roll order. Moreover, a (quasi-)de Sitter spacetime satisfies 12H
and Eqs. (89) and (90) lead to
The solution to the above pair of equations depends on initial conditions deep in the sub-horizon regime, i.e. for kη 1. In this case,
and the initial conditions (δϕ 1i , δϕ 2i ) are the same because they come from the quantization of identical equations. Condition δϕ 1i = δϕ 2i causes the vanishing of the right-hand side of Eqs. (91) and (92) for all η. For this reason, the evolution of (δϕ 1 , δϕ 2 ) is dictated by Mukhanov-Sasaki equation
Therefore, we get a tracking solution:
Few remarks are in order. First, the tracking solution corresponds to an adiabatic solution. In fact, the heat flux δq vanishes in slow-roll leading order once Eq. (71) in Newtonian gauge reads:
This is the reason for the comoving curvature to be conserved at super-horizon scales (cf. Appendix B). A second remark is: The tracking solution follows the attractor trajectory defined by the background fields in the phase space. This is verified by taking the time derivative of (93) δẆ e 2X δẊ and using Eqs. (22) and (86). Then,
which is of the same type as (36) . The fact that the tracking solution follows the attractor line is not so surprising because the multi-field adiabatic perturbations in inflationary models are defined as the ones remaining along the background trajectory of the homogeneous and isotropic fields [10] . Finally, something should be said about what happens with the solutions to equations (91) and (92) in the case where the initial conditions δϕ 1i and δϕ 2i are different. 10 In order to perform this analysis, it is convenient to cast (91) and (92) in terms of the reset scale factor such that a given scale crosses the horizon a = 1, i.e. k = H. In this case,
where * denotes differentiation with respect to the scale factor and β 0 e X is given by (43) . Eqs. (94) and (95) can be studied for different sets of initial conditions {δϕ 1i ;δϕ 2i } and {δ * ϕ 1i ;δ * ϕ 2i } assuming that k crosses the horizon in the interval 50 ≤ N ≤ 60. A numerical procedure showed the differences between δϕ 1 and δϕ 2 are never amplified; furthermore, they are suppressed by the expansion in the super-horizon regime (a > 1). We conclude that any eventual non-adiabatic perturbation generated by higher-order corrections may be neglected in slow-roll leading order.
In view of the considerations above, we state that perturbations δX and δW have the same dynamics in first order in slow-roll, both being described by Mukhanov-Sasaki-type equations
It is now necessary to decide on which variable is to be quantized. This variable is associated to the comoving curvature perturbation
which in Newtonian gauge is reduced to
In slow-roll leading order, δA can be neglected in (99) and the curvature perturbation is approximated by
where δQ is the generalization of Mukhanov-Sasaki variable 11 . In addition, the denominator of Eq. (101) represents the normalization of δv given by Eq. (16) . It is important to stress that R is a gauge invariant quantity which is conserved in super-horizon scales (see Appendix B). We also note that the normalization of R in Eq. (101) is analogous to the two-field inflation case [10] ; the difference being the non-canonical kinetic factor β 0 e X /3 associated to the perturbation e −2X δW -see Eqs. (89) 
and (90).
A convenient combination of Eqs. (96) and (97) leads to:
By defining
it is possible to write Eq. (102) in Fourier space as
This is the usual Mukhanov-Sasaki equation which can be quantized in the standard way [79, 80] . Thereby, the dimensionless power spectrum ∆ 2 δQ related to δQ perturbation is given by
The k = Ha index indicates the power spectrum is calculated at the specific time the perturbation crosses the horizon.
In order to compare the theoretical result with observations, it is necessary to rewrite the power spectrum in terms of the curvature perturbation. From Eqs. (40), (101) and (104), we obtain
This expression gives the curvature power spectrum in leading order for the proposed inflationary model. The extra term with respect to Starobinsky's action produces corrections in ∆ 2 R coming from both background dynamics (via generalization of H ) and perturbations (through the generalization of R). In the next section, we will see how this extra term affects the predictions of Starobinsky's inflation.
B. Vector and tensor solutions
During the inflationary regime, vector perturbations are described by Eqs. (72), (73) and (74) . By acting the operator δ jl ∂ l onto (74) and then taking the Fourier transform, we obtain
whose solution is
This shows δF i decays with a ∼ e Ht . As the other two vector perturbations are identically null, Eq. (78), we conclude that the proposed model does not generate any kind of vector perturbation.
The expression (79) associated with the tensor perturbation δE ij is analogous to Eq. (102). Decomposing δE ij as
where e ij is the polarization tensor, and writing Eq. (79) in Fourier space, results in:
This is the standard Mukhanov-Sasaki equation for tensor perturbations. Following an analogous approach to the scalar case [77, 79] , one gets the tensor power spectrum:
It is worth mentioning δE ij is a gauge invariant quantity which is conserved on super-horizon scales.
VI. CONSTRAINING THE COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
The conservation of R and δE ij in super-horizon scales allows to directly compare the inflationary power spectra Eqs. (105) and (107) with those used as initial conditions in the description of CMB anisotropies. This comparison is made through the parameterizations
where A s and A t are the scalar and tensor amplitudes, k * is the pivot scale and n s and n t are the scalar and tensor tilts [30] . By comparing equations (105) and (107) with (108) and (109) and using the slow-roll parameters H and η H given in Eqs. (40) and (41), we obtain:
In addition to n s and r, there is also
This expression shows how the consistency relation n t = −r/8 [77] associated to a single scalar field inflation changes with the introduction of the higher order term in Starobinsky's action. Eqs. (110) and (111) can be written in terms of the e-folds number N , given by Eq. (43) . Thus,
and r = 32 27
The results typical of Starobinsky's inflation are recovered in the limit β 0 → 0: Figure 4 . The blue contours correspond to 68% and 95% CL constraints on ns × r given by Planck plus BICEP2/Keck plus BAO data [81] . The black circles represent the Starobinsky model (β0 = 0). As β0 increases the curves move to the right (light purple region) increasing the tensor-to-scalar ratio and the scalar tilt values. The grey circles represent the upper limits for β0 associated with 95% CL for ns. In this case, N * = 50 corresponds to β0 = 9.3 × 10 −3 and r = 0.014; and N * = 60 corresponds to β0 = 5.2 × 10 −3
and r = 0.0076. Fig. 4 shows how the addition of the term ∇ µ R∇ µ R in Starobinsky's action increases the spectral index value and the tensor-to-scalar ratio. The constraint of 95% CL in n s sets upper limits of β 0 = 9.3 × 10 −3 and β 0 = 5.2 × 10 −3 for N * = 50 and N * = 60, respectively. Thus, within the observational limits, the proposed model is able to produce an increase of up to 2.9 times in the ratio r when compared to Starobinsky inflation. Furthermore, the value of β 0 10 −2 1 is consistent with the slow-roll approximation performed above. It also guarantees a large range of initial conditions able to trigger the inflationary regime (see Section III A 1).
The energy density scale characteristic of inflation is determined by ε ≈ (κ 0 /4) M Moreover, we see in Fig. 4 that the tensor-to-scalar ratio varies from 0.0033 ≤ r ≤ 0.014 within a range of 95% of CL. Thus, for A s 1.96 × 10 −9 [30] , the energy density is in the range
which is completely consistent with a sub-Planckian region.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this work, we have studied the effects of a modification of the Starobinsky inflation model by the addition of the higher-order term
We started with the generalized Starobinsky action in Einstein frame, in which the Lagrangian depends on a scalar field Φ and an auxiliary vector field ξ µ . We have constructed the cosmological background dynamics and the perturbative structure of the theory for this model.
The background dynamics was determined from Friedmann equations as well as from those for the auxiliary fields. After some manipulations, we have shown the existence of an attractor region in the 4-dimensional phase space (Φ,Φ, ξ 0 ,ξ 0 ) within 0 < β 0 < 3/4 . This attractor region is consistent with a slow-roll inflationary period. In addition, we have seen that inflation ends with an oscillation of the scalar field about the origin and with ξ 0 → 0. This characterizes an usual reheating phase.
The study of the perturbative regime was performed by the SVT decomposition, as usual. We have shown that the vector and tensor degrees of freedom behave just like in Starobinsky inflation. Also, we verified that the curvature perturbation R (obtained from a proper combination of the scalar degrees of freedom) satisfies Mukhanov-Sasaki equation in the slow-roll leading order approximation. At last, we obtained the tensorial and curvature power spectra and compared them with the most recent observations from Keck Array and BICEP2 collaborations [81] .
The main results from this work are summarized in Fig. 4 and indicate how the extra term β0 2κ 2 0 ∇ µ R∇ µ R changes the observable parameters of the primordial power spectrum. In Fig. 4 we see that the parameter β 0 has to be less than 10 −2 for a number of e-folds in the interval 50 ≤ N * ≤ 60. In this case, the scalar-to-tensor rate r can be expected to be up to three times the values predicted by Starobinsky model. This result is particularly interesting since it enables this natural generalization of the Starobinsky model to have an r up to ∼ 0.01. Besides, the small values of β 0 preserves the chaotic structure of the theory, making room for a large range of consistent initial conditions [55] . It is worth mentioning that similar results were found in Ref. [60] .
It must be highlighted that the action (3) presents ghosts for β 0 > 0 [76] . On the other hand, the quantization procedure performed in Section V A does not show any pathology. The crucial point in this discussion is that the scalar perturbations in slow-roll leading order become constrained by Eq. (93). Hence, there is only one degree of freedom to be quantized. This degree of freedom is the (gauge invariant) curvature perturbation, which is given by R ∝ δQ = δX + β 0 e −3X /3δW in the Newtonian gauge. Since the two terms composing δQ have the same sign, we notice that δQ is always a no-ghost variable. As a consequence, it can be quantized as usual, independently of the β 0 values. This situation is analogous to the treatment given to ghosts by effective theories. Indeed, the energy scale remains mostly unchanged during the quasi-exponential expansion (a fact that is consistent with the slow-roll approximation) and the ghost degree of freedom remains frozen.
The end of Section VI shows the energy scale of the inflationary regime is sub-Planckian. This is a first indication that the semi-classical approach adopted here is valid. The next step is to check the naturalness, i.e. if the quantum corrections remain small in this energy scale. This was addressed in [82] for Starobinsky action 12 and, since β 0 < 10 −2 , the result should apply to our model as well. This subject shall be studied in a future work, where the β 0 interval compatible with the requirement for naturalness will be determined.
The higher-order modified Starobinsky inflation model presented here can be further generalized to include the spin-2 terms R µν R µν and ∇ µ R αβ ∇ µ R αβ appearing in action (2) . The effects upon inflation coming from all these terms will be addressed by the authors in the future.
On the other hand, in the attractor region (35) (B5) In addition, using the approximation T −Y e 2X and Eqs. (19) , (70), (71) and (93), one can write the left side of (B5) as:
Therefore, the Eq. (B5) is simplified to
Finally, Eq. (B7) is replaced into (B3) so thatṘ assumes the form:
Eq. (B8) can be rewritten as
Hence, R is conserved in super-horizon scales (k aH) in slow-roll leading order. Moreover, near to the end of inflation, where e −X ∼ 1, the vector field ξ µ becomes negligible by a factor of √ β 0 . As the observational limits impose β 0 10 −2 (see Section VI), the end of inflation occurs similarly to the case of a single scalar field (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, assuming that during reheating and the entire hot universe the non-adiabatic perturbations δp nad are negligible, we conclude from (B1) that R generated in inflation remains (approximately) constant throughout its super-horizon evolution.
